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tion by adsorption and doping on
the quantum capacitance of borophene

Guangmin Yang,a Xinlin Yang,a Zhuo Li,a Haihua Huang b and Jianyan Lin *a

Electric double-layer supercapacitors (EDLCs) have attractedmuch attention in the energy storage field due

to their advantages such as high output power, long service life, safety and high efficiency. However, their

low energy density limits their application. Aiming at the problem of the low energy density of EDLCs,

improving quantum capacitance (CQ) of electrode materials is an effective strategy. In this paper, we

systematically studied the effects of vacancy, doping, and metal atom adsorption on the CQ of

borophene using first-principles calculations. The results show that S and N doping greatly enhance the

charge accumulation of borophene at positive and negative potential, respectively. The maximum CQ

values of S-doped and N-doped borophene are 157.3 mF cm−2 (0.38 V) and 187.8 mF cm−2 (−0.24 V),

respectively. Both of them can serve as ideal candidates for the positive (S-doped one) and negative (N-

doped one) electrodes of EDLCs. Besides, metal Al atom-adsorbed borophene can also effectively

enhance the CQ, with a maximum value of 109.1 mF cm−2.
1. Introduction

With the increasingly serious environmental pollution and the
rapid depletion of non-renewable energy, it is urgent to develop
sustainable and clean energy sources.1 However, the production
of renewable energy (such as wind and solar energy) is discon-
tinuous due to regional and temporal factors.2 Therefore, the
development of reliable, higher energy density and low-cost
energy conversion and storage devices is rather important.3

Among various energy storage devices, electric double-layer
supercapacitors (EDLCs) have attracted much attention due to
their high-power density and long cycle life. However, EDLCs
usually exhibit lower energy densities.4 Studies have shown that
the electrode material of EDLCs is one of the most important
factors limiting the energy density.5,6

Two-dimensional (2D) materials have promising application
prospects as electrode materials due to their unique physical
and chemical properties, including high specic surface area
and good conductivity.7–11 For 2D electrode materials, the total
interfacial capacitance (CT) can be expressed as 1/CT = 1/CQ + 1/
CD, where CQ is the quantum capacitance, and CD is the electric
double layer capacitance.12–14 The CQ limits the total interface
capacitance as much as the electric double layer capacitance.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the CQ of 2D electrode
materials. In recent years, researchers have modulated the CQ of
two-dimensional materials such as graphene, silicene and
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germanene by means of defects and doping,15–17 which makes
a high density of electron states at the Fermi level.

Boron is the adjacent element of carbon. It has the same
short covalent radius and the exibility to adopt sp2 hybrid-
ization as carbon.18 There are three valence electrons in the
outer layer of boron, which could form a typical 2D congura-
tion of borophene. Ab initio calculations were used by Boustania
and Quandt to predict a variety of stable borophenes and boron
nanotubes, which opened the curtain to the study of 2D boron
sheets.19,20 Different from graphene, intrinsic borophene is
metallic and has electron density of states at the Fermi level.21

Theoretical studies have shown that borophene may have
a variety of allotropes. The common structures of borophene
allotropes are triangular, hexagonal and triangular–hexagonal
mixed structures.22–24 Borophene can be made by various
methods, such as chemical vapor decomposition on a metal
substrate, molecular beam epitaxy, and liquid exfoliation, to
produce 2D at boron.25–29 In 2015, Mannix et al.30 successfully
prepared wrinkled triangular borophene (2-Pmmn) on Ag (111)
surface by experiments. In the same year, Tai et al.31 prepared g-
B28 with direct band gap on copper foils surface by chemical
vapor deposition. In particular, Hou et al.32 demonstrate that
hydrogenated borophenes in large quantities can be prepared
without any metal substrates by a stepwise in situ thermal
decomposition of sodium borohydride under hydrogen as the
carrier gas. And Liu et al.33 conrmed though a CO-
functionalized scanning tunneling microscopy that borophene
is a chemically discrete two-dimensional material as opposed to
a surface reconstruction or alloy with the underlying Ag(111)
growth substrate. In addition, the single crystal boron nano-
plane prepared by Zhai et al.34 is a p-type semiconductor with
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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a carrier modulus of 1.26 × 10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1, which has
excellent electrical conductivity. The latest results that a 2D
borophene supercapacitor prepared by Abdi et al.35 reached
a high specic capacitance of 350 mF g−1, which claried the
application prospect of borophene-based supercapacitors.

In recent years, many studies have suggested that vacancy
defects, atom doping, and functional group adsorption caused
by chemical treatment during growth can effectively enhance
the CQ of the electrode materials. For instance, Zhou et al.36

introduced vacancy defects into graphene, increasing the
maximum CQ from 21.34 mF cm−2 to 120.72 mF cm−2. In our
previous studies, introducing dopants into silicene with mon-
ovacancy defects also improved the CQ.16 The latest theoretical
research shows that the CQ of monolayer d-6 borophene is
203.09 mF cm−2.37 However, there is no detailed report on the
effects of defects and doping on the CQ of borophene.

In this work, we perform the rst-principles method to
investigate the effects of vacancy defects, metal atom adsorption
(Ag, Au, Cu, Ti, Al) and doping (C, N, O, P, S) on the electronic
structure and CQ of 2-Pmmn borophene. By analyzing its elec-
tronic structure and tting the changes of CQ and surface
storage charge with potential difference, its energy storage
properties were explored. In addition, the co-doping of S (N) and
Al and the adsorption of Al atoms on vacancy defects were
studied. The results show that borophene has the best adsorp-
tion effect on Al, and the maximum CQ is 103.4 mF cm−2. S
doping signicantly improves the CQ of borophene, and the
maximum value reaches 120.2 mF cm−2. When the concentra-
tion of S is increased to 4.17%, the CQ is further increased to
157.3 mF cm−2. Therefore, doping and adsorption can be used
as an effective way to improve the energy storage performance of
borophene-based supercapacitors.
2. Computational methods

In this work, we use the VASP package to perform rst-
principles calculations.38–40 Projected augmented wave (PAW)
method was used to optimize the geometric structure of the
modulated borophene.41 The exchange correlation energy of the
interaction between electrons is expressed by the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhoff (PBE) functional with the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA).42,43 In order to avoid the inter-
action between the layers, 20 Å vacuum layers were added. The
K-point sampling in the Brillouin zone used the Monkhorst–
Pack method. The energy convergence criterion of atomic
relaxation was 10−6 eV, and the cutoff energy was set to 450 eV.
The spin polarization was considered in our calculations. The
van der Waals (vdW) interaction is considered with dispersion
correction via the vdW-DF method.

The optimized lattice constants of 2-pmmn borophene are
a = 1.617 Å and b = 2.867 Å, which are consistent with the
previously reported theoretical and experimental results.37,44–46

Based on the original cell (1 × 1), a 4 × 4 supercell is con-
structed. The adsorption energy of metal atoms adsorbed on
intrinsic borophene is calculated by the following formula:

DEad(x) = EBor–M(x) − EBor − mM (1)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
EBor and EBor–M are the total energy of intrinsic borophene and
adsorbed by metal atoms, respectively, and mM is the chemical
potential of a single adsorbing atom (Ag, Au, Cu, Ti, Al).

The doping concentration is controlled by changing the size
of the supercell. Formation energy was calculated to determine
the stability of the defect structures. The formation energies of
borophene with monovacancy, divacancy and dopants of C, N,
O, P, S atoms are:

DEf = EBor–SV − (n − 1)mB (2)

DEf = EBor–DV − (n − 2)mB (3)

DEf = EBor–X − (n − 1)mB − mX (4)

where EBor–SV and EBor–DV represent the total energy of bor-
ophene with monovacancy and divacancy, n is the number of B
atoms in the original borophene, mB is the energy of a single B
atom, and mX represents the energy of one doping atom (C, N,
O, P, S).

The CQ can be expressed as CQ = ds/dF, where ds and dF
represent the surface charge density and local potential,
respectively.47,48 According to the formula m = eF, the electro-
chemical potential mF can move rigidly through the local
potential F. On the electrode, the excess charge density can be
expressed as:49

DQ ¼ �e
ðþN

�N
DðEÞ½f ðEÞ � f ðE � eFÞ�dE (5)

D(E) represent the electron density of states, e is the basic
charge (e = 1.6 × 10−19 C), and f(E) is the Fermi–Dirac distri-
bution function. E is the relative energy of the Fermi level.16,49

From this, the expression of CQ is:

CQ ¼ e2
ðþN

�N
DðEÞFTðE � eFÞdE (6)

where FT(E) is a thermal broadening function, denoted by:

FT(E) = (4kBT)
−1 sech2(E/2kBT) (7)

kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is set to room temperature
(300 K).
3. Results and discussion
3.1 The vacancy defects and adsorption of borophene

The structure of 2-Pmmn borophene shows a curved hexagonal
structure (Fig. 1a), unlike silicene, its six-membered ring center
is occupied by a boron atom. Each B atom in borophene is
bonded to six adjacent atoms, the B1–B2 bond length on the
same plane is 1.617 Å, which is slightly shorter than the B1–B3
(2.098 Å) on different planes. The two kinds of bond angles for
each B atom are 67.33° and 45.33°, respectively.

In this section, we consider the monovacancy and two
possible divacancy defects of 2-Pmmn borophene, as shown in
Fig. 1b–d. The B1 and B2 atoms in the adjacent planes are
deducted to form divacancy [110] (shown in Fig. 1c), and the
absence of B1 and B3 atoms in the same plane is recorded as
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800 | 27793



Fig. 1 Top view and side view of (a) pristine; (b) monovacancy; (c) divacancy [110]; (d) divacancy [100] borophene structures with a supercell of (4
× 4). (e) Electron density of states of the above four borophene structures.
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divacancy [100] (shown in Fig. 1d). Fig. 1e shows the density of
states of the four systems, since there is no band gap, the
intrinsic borophene is metallic, which is consistent with the
previous reports.19,30,50 The density of states of monovacancy
and divacancy [110] borophene near the Fermi level appear
obvious decrease which is caused by the unoccupied state
caused by the defect vacancy. We calculate the formation energy
to describe the stability of different defects (Fig. 2a). In addition,
four possible adsorption sites of borophene are marked in
Fig. 2b. As we expected, defects are likely to cause instability of
the 2D material structure. Contrary to what was thought, the
divacancy seems to be more stable than the monovacancy for
borophene, because of the formation energies of the two
double-vacant structures are about six times lower than that of
the monovacancy.

The CQ with potential of intrinsic, monovacancy, divacancy
[110] and [100] borophene is shown in Fig. 3a. The CQ of
intrinsic borophene shows an inclined straight line, which is
stable with the increase of potential. For monovacant, divacant
Fig. 2 (a) The formation energy of monovacancy, [110], [100] defect bo

27794 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800
[110] and [100] borophene, the local maximum values of CQ are
73.0 mF cm−2 (−0.17 V), 83.8 mF cm−2 (0.24 V) and 84.6 mF cm−2

(0.43 V), respectively. According to the relationship between
surface charge density and potential calculated in Fig. 3b, the
charge accumulation effect of intrinsic borophene is better than
that of borophene structure aer introducing vacancies.
Different from other 2D materials, the inuence of CQ of bor-
ophene on vacancy defects is relatively stable.

In view of the high conductivity of transition metal atoms
(Au, Ag, Cu, Ti, Al), we will discuss its adsorption effect on
various adsorption sites of borophene. As schematic models
shown in Fig. 2b, borophene has four adsorption sites, T1:
above the top atom; T2: above the bottom atom; B1: above the
top B–B bond; B2: above the bottom B–B bond. Similarly, we will
judge the most stable situation of each atom in the above four
positions by adsorption energy (Table 1). The negative adsorp-
tion energy advocates the feasibility of transition metal atoms
adsorption. The adsorption energy of Ag, Cu, Al at T1 position is
the lowest and the conguration is the most stable, but Au and
rophene; (b) four adsorption sites of borophene.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 The (a) quantum capacitance and (b) surface charge density changes of intrinsic, monovacancy, divacancy [110], divacancy [100] bor-
ophene with potential.

Table 1 The adsorption energy (eV) of Au, Ag, Cu, Ti and Al atoms
adsorbed on borophene at T1, T2, B1 and B2 sites

DEad Au Ag Cu Ti Al

T1 −1.989 −1.663 −2.333 −4.184 −2.429
T2 −2.015 −1.815 −2.723 −4.827 −2.728
B1 −2.117 −1.704 −2.324 −3.236 −2.431
B2 −2.068 −1.778 −2.591 −5.173 −2.676

Fig. 4 The (a) electronic density of states, (b) quantum capacitance and

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Ti are most stable at B1 and B2 positions, respectively. Based on
the stable adsorption of the above atoms on intrinsic bor-
ophene, we further studied their effects on the electronic
structure and CQ (Fig. 4a and b). The adsorption is carried out
on 4 × 4 intrinsic borophene. Compared with pristine bor-
ophene, the adsorption of Au, Ag, Cu caused a decrease in the
density of states near the Fermi level, resulting in a decrease in
the CQ at zero potential, and the overall trend was relatively the
same, but the Au adsorption system had a relatively good effect
(c) surface charge density of borophene adsorbing Au, Ag, Cu, Ti, Al.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800 | 27795



Fig. 5 The optimized structure of (a) monovacancy, (b) divacancy [100], (c) divacancy [110] borophene adsorbed Al in 4 × 4 supercell.
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on charge accumulation (Fig. 4c). The adsorption of Ti and Al
atoms improves the CQ of borophene, and the local maximum
values are 103.5 mF cm−2 (−0.48 V) and 109.1 mF cm−2 (0.45 V),
respectively. This is attributed to the local electronic state
formed near the zero potential. At the same time, the charge
stored from their surface can verify that Ti, Al doped borophene
has the potential to be a symmetrical supercapacitor electrode.

On the whole, the effect of intrinsic borophene adsorbing Al
is the best. Therefore, we consider adsorbing Al in borophene
containing vacancy defects. The adsorption conguration on
monovacancy, divacancy [100] and divacancy [110] is shown in
Fig. 5a–c. The stable adsorption site is at top of monovacancy
for monovacancy borophene (Fig. 5a), the center of vacancy for
divacancy [100] (Fig. 5b), and the off-center of vacancy for
divacancy [110] (Fig. 5c), respectively. In order to intuitively
show the electronic properties, we draw the energy band
structure diagram of three kinds of vacancy adsorption Al in
Fig. 6a–c. The energy band of these three materials cross the
Fermi level and exhibit metallic character. The CQ and charge
density of divacancy [100] borophene are enhanced under
negative potential aer adsorbing Al, the capacitance value is
87.8 mF cm−2 (−0.096 V), while the CQ of [110] borophene
peaked at 83.1 mF cm−2 at 0.12 V (Fig. 7a). Through surface
charge storage (Fig. 7b), it is found that Al adsorbed [100] and
[110] borophene are suitable for the negative and positive
electrodes of supercapacitors, respectively.

3.2 The doping and co-doping of borophene

For 2D materials, the light element (such as N, P, S) doping is
one of the common strategies usually used to regulate the
electronic properties of materials. Combined with the
Fig. 6 The band structure diagram of (a) monovacancy, (b) divacancy [1

27796 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800
characteristics of B, we take C and O into account and consider
the effect of doping on the CQ of borophene. Fig. 8a–e depicted
the quantum capacitance of C, N, O, P, S doped borophene.
Firstly, we calculated the defect formation energy, as shown in
Fig. 9a, and concluded that the formation energy of O doping is
the lowest. For intrinsic borophene, when the local potential is
zero, a lower CQ appears, and the trend is symmetrical U-
shaped. The local maximum values of the doped CQ are 83.8
mF cm−2 (0.05 V), 90.3 mF cm−2 (−0.29 V), 94.5 mF cm−2 (0.17 V),
110.9 mF cm−2 (0.17 V) and 120.2 mF cm−2 (0.05 V), respectively.
Obviously, the introduction of non-metallic atoms improves the
CQ of intrinsic borophene. The improvement of CQ is due to the
downward shi of Fermi level and the formation of nearby
localized states. Fig. 9b and c shows the change of surface
charge density with potential. Under positive potential, the
charge accumulation effect of S and N doping is obviously
enhanced, in particular, the surface charge density of the S-
doped system reaches 60 mC cm−2 at 0.6 V, and the enhance-
ment effect of N doping is the best under negative potential. It
shows that S and N doped borophene have the potential to be
used as positive and negative electrodes for supercapacitors,
respectively. In order to further analyze the effect of doping on
the electronic structure of borophene, we plotted the energy
band diagram of the doped structure as shown in Fig. 10a–f.
The band structure of intrinsic borophene again veries its
metallicity, but doped atoms not only produce deep localized
states, but also make the electronic structure redistributing.
The doping of P and S leads to higher local states near the Fermi
level. The density of states shows a downward trend near the
conduction band minima, indicating that the electrons occu-
pying the lower part are delocalized. But in general, doping does
00], (c) divacancy [110] borophene adsorbed Al.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 The (a) quantum capacitance and (b) surface charge density of Al adsorbed on vacancy borophene.

Fig. 8 The crystal structure and change of quantum capacitance of (a) C, (b) N, (c) O, (d) P, (e) S doped borophene with potential.
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not change the metallic behavior of borophene. From Pauling's
chemical bond theory, this is because boron is an electron-
decient substance, and the doped atoms do not affect the
conjugated p bond in borophene, and the electronic structure
of borophene will not change signicantly.51

In order to further explore the concentration effect of doping
on borophene CQ, we construct the 4 × 4, 4 × 3 and 3 × 3
Fig. 9 The (a) formation energy and change of surface charge density w

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
supercell structures, corresponding concentration of 3.13%,
4.17% and 5.56%, respectively. When the S doping concentra-
tion is 4.17% and 5.56%, the CQ values of 157.3 mF cm−2 (0.38 V)
and 122.7 mF cm−2 (−0.31 V) are higher, which are twice the
intrinsic CQ at the same potential. The charge accumulation
effect aer S doping, as shown in Fig. 11b, is signicantly
enhanced at 4.17% positive potential. Under negative potential,
ith (b) positive, (c) negative potential of C, N, O, P, S doped brophene.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800 | 27797



Fig. 10 The band structure diagram of (a) intrinsic borophene and doped (b) C, (c) N, (d) O, (e) P, (f) S atom.
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5.56% S doping has the best enhancement effect. Therefore,
borophene can be applied to the positive and negative elec-
trodes of supercapacitors by controlling the N doping concen-
tration. Aer N doping, the CQ value gradually increases with
the increase of concentration. When the doping concentration
is 5.56%, the CQ increases most obviously, reaching amaximum
value of 187.8 mF cm−2 (−0.24 V). The surface charge density in
Fig. 11d also corresponds to it, indicating that borophene
Fig. 11 The relationship between (a and c) quantum capacitance and (ban
different concentrations.

27798 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 27792–27800
with N doping concentration of 4.17% has more advantages in
the negative electrode of supercapacitors.

Combined with the excellent energy storage effect of Al
adsorbed borophene mentioned above, we combined it with S
and N doped borophene with different concentrations. The
synergistic effect both of aspects are considered. We selected
the doping borophene structure (4 × 3 and 3 × 3 borophene
structure doped with S and N, respectively) with higher CQ to
d d) surface charge density and potential of S, N doped borophenewith

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 12 The (a) quantum capacitance and (b) surface charge density of S, N doped borophene adsorbed Al.
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adsorbed. The 4 × 3 S doped borophene supercell with Al
adsorption, 4 × 3 S doped borophene supercell with Al
adsorption, and 4 × 3 N doped borophene supercell with Al
adsorption are denoted 43SAl, 33SAl and 33NAl, respectively.
Aer co-doping, the CQ of 33SAl doped borophene reaches the
maximum value of 113.6 mF cm−2 (−0.24 V) at positive potential,
but decreases sharply at negative potential, and the CQ value is
unstable, which may be caused by the local state of density of
states (Fig. 12). Unfortunately, Al does not have a good positive
effect on S and N-doped borophene, but the short-term
improvement of 33SAl proves that co-doping is still a direc-
tion to be explored.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we systematically studied the effects of vacancy,
adsorbed transition metal atoms (Au, Ag, Cu, Ti, Al) and doping
(C, N, O, P, S) on the electronic structure and CQ of borophene
through rst-principles calculations to improve the energy
storage properties of borophene-based electrode materials. The
results show that the vacancy defects have little effect on the CQ

of borophene electrode materials, but doping and adsorption
can still effectively regulate the electronic structure of bor-
ophene, thereby improving its CQ. In the system of metal atoms
adsorbed borophene, the Al-adsorbed borophene exhibits
excellent energy storage properties, and the CQ reaches 109.1 mF
cm−2. In the doped system, the maximum CQ of S-doped bor-
ophene is 120.2 mF cm−2. Further increase the S doping
concentration to 4.17%, the CQ value is 157.3 mF cm−2. And by
controlling the concentration of S-doped, borophene can be
applied to the positive (4.17% one) and negative (5.56% one)
electrodes of EDLCs respectively. The CQ of N-doped borophene
increases with the increase of concentration, and reaches the
maximum value of 87.8 mF cm−2 at the concentration of 5.56%,
however, the surface charge density is the largest when the
concentration is 4.17%. Nevertheless, N-doped borophene can
still be regarded as an ideal anode material for supercapacitors.
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